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CHAIRMAN’S NOTES
The sun continues to shine on the South Bank. Visitors to Ferriby will have seen AMY
HOWSON resplendent in her new paint and hardly recognisable as the derelict hulk which
she appeared to be twelve months ago. Meanwhile COMRADE has been getting in some
sailing, though the season has in some ways proved a disappointing one. After our late
start, strong winds on several days forced us to reef right down and restricted the amount
of manoeuvring – and hence crew training – which we were able to undertake. The topsail
seldom appeared, and three trips had to be cancelled owing to difficult combinations of
wind and tide. We are all hoping for better weather next year. Nevertheless some 40 people
have been able to sail aboard during the summer, and sailing fees have made a useful
contribution to the Society‟s finances.
This winter‟s projects include the making of a mast, boom and gaff for AMY, and if possible
the ordering of sails and rigging; the construction of a well deck, the renovation of the
foc‟s‟le and if possible the construction of leeboards for COMRADE. We have been very
fortunate so far in keeping our accounts in the black, but in the last few months
expenditure has exceeded income and our reserves are lower than they have been for a
long time. With two ships to look after we need to investigate fresh sources of finance, and
we are looking into the possibility of applying for further grants. Meanwhile new ideas are
always welcome, as is help in carrying them out!
Finally, may I make my annual appeal to everyone to buy and sell as many raffle tickets as
possible – more are available from the Promoter. And of course, we still need workers on
the ships.

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
Members will see from the enclosed notice that we have been unable to adhere to the date
and venue given provisionally for the AGM in the June „Slabline‟. We can only apologise for
the inconvenience which this change, at relatively short notice, may have caused. We had
been over-optimistic about the time needed to prepare the accounts for audit, a task which
has proved particularly complicated as we were required to keep separate accounts for both
the Manpower Services Commission projects as well as for the general Society account, and
then marry them all together. We have reason to be grateful to our treasurer, Edward
Evans, for the time and meticulous care which he has devoted to the task, as well as to Mr
Malcolm Strachan our Auditor for the trouble he takes each year on our behalf. The change
of venue is accounted for by the fact that December temperatures aboard COMRADE are an
unattractive prospect. The British Railways Club in New Holland is convenient for the ferry
from Hull and as well as for road and rail transport from Lincolnshire. After the meeting an
illustrated talk will be given by Rodney Clapson.
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
Additional Sales Officer
An additional Sales Officer has been appointed for the South Bank. Mrs F Harrison, wife of
our Sloop Sub-Committee member Cyril Harrison, has kindly agreed to take on the job. Mail
orders may be sent either to Mrs Harrison or Miss Darby as before.
Raffle
This year‟s Raffle offers some attractive prizes including another of Lesley Dunn‟s superb
dolls, greatly admired last year. The first prize of a mahogany wine table, with a bottle of
sherry and six glasses should please both wives and husbands. More tickets are available
from the Promoter, Colin Screeton, at the address given on the tickets themselves.
Raffle Draw and Social Evening
This will take place at 7.45 p.m. on Friday 20th January at the Queens Hotel, George Street,
Hull (close to the YPI and the Nautical College). Dr Henry Irving will give an illustrated talk
entitled „The Wash: Past and Present.‟
Jumble Sale
St Augustine‟s Church Hall, Queen‟s Road, Hull has been booked for another Jumble Sale on
Saturday, 28th January. Last year‟s sale raised nearly £40, we hope to do equally well this
time. Bring your jumble to any of the Officers whose names appear at the front of the
magazine; alternatively to Jim Thompson at 218 Victoria Avenue, Hull or Fred Schofield, 44
Conington Avenue, Beverley. You can also bring it to the Hall on the morning of the sale,
which begins at 2.30 p.m.
Christmas Cards
For the last four years the Society has sold its own Christmas Cards, and each year about a
quarter of the stock has been left over. This quarter represents most of the profit and we
have decided this year to try to clear our stocks rather than produce another card. Prices of
current cards appear in the Sales List: Type A has a Victorian-style sepia photograph of
COMRADE under sail; Type B is a colour reproduction of the well-known Carmichael
painting of Keels in Brayford Pool at Lincoln; Type C has a photograph of a Sloop on the
Trent; and Type D has a line drawing of a Keel similar to that on the Society‟s notelets. At
present-day prices all represent excellent value for money.
Open Days
The Open Day held at South Ferriby in August was virtually washed out by rain, and few
people struggled out to see the two ships. The Beverley Open Day was rather more
fortunate and over 500 people visited COMRADE. The Society made a profit of just under
£90.
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Charters
This winter we are concentrating on improving conditions for passengers aboard COMRADE.
By next summer we plan to have somewhere for everyone to sit and see what is going on,
and improved catering and toilet facilities. The will enable us to take parties of up to twelve
non-members, and if you know of any groups or organisations which might be interested in
a charter, Jim Thompson would welcome preliminary enquiries.
Keeping Clean
Over the last few months we have become uncomfortably aware that too much of the
burden of looking after COMRADE at Beverley has fallen on the shoulders of Fred Schofield.
In particular, the Keel needs washing down regularly. Her berth in Beverley Beck is close to
a dirt road, and dust and mud are thrown up by passing vehicles forming a film over decks
and hatches. The dirt traps moisture, encouraging rot in timber and lashings as well as rust.
We are currently compiling a list of North Bank members who would be prepared, in
rotation, to give COMRADE a weekly wash. A bucket and long-handled brush would be
provided on board, and those on the list would need to come down between Friday and
Sunday every eight weeks or so. The work would involve sluicing down the hatches and
fore, side and cabin decks, loosening the dirt with the brush then rinsing. The member
could also check moorings and general security, referring anything wrong to Fred or to Jim
Thompson. If you can help us, please give Jim a ring at Hull 441277.
Talks
We now keep a stock of slides on both sides of the Humber, and speakers are available to
give talks on Keels and Sloops and the work of the Society to any organisation who might
be interested. Further details form John Hainsworth or Rodney Clapson.
Hull Maritime Society
The HMS have arranged a very interesting season of meetings. On Tuesday, 29th
November, the Harbour Master, Humber, Capt. G Smith, will speak on „The Humber
Estuary‟. On 31st January, Mr G de Boer will speak on „The History of the Spurn Lights‟. On
28th March, Mr E Gillett will give a talk entitled „Early Days in the Port of Hull‟, and on 25th
April, Mr John King, ex-Coxswain of Bridlington Lifeboat, will speak on „The Lifeboat
Service‟. Prospective members are welcome to join at the meeting, or by sending a
subscription of £1.50 to the Secretary, Edward Paget-Tomlinson, Town Docks Museum,
Queen Victoria Square, Hull.
The LINCOLN CASTLE
Following the much-regretted demise of the Humber Paddle Steamer Group, a new
organisation has been formed to campaign for the preservation of the LINCOLN CASTLE. It
is called the „Save the P.S. LINCOLN CASTLE Campaign‟, and details may be obtained from
our member Mr C J Ketchell at 135 Westbourne Avenue, hull.
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Humber Dock
Hull City Council is continuing to actively pursue the possibility of developing Humber Dock,
close to the City Centre, as a Marina. It has been suggested that alterations might be made
to the entrance lock, which might have the effect of greatly reducing the draught or
dimensions of the vessels using it. The Society‟s Council were rather concerned, and agreed
to set up a sub-committee under the Chairmanship of Jim Thompson to consider the matter
and make recommendations. The Committee has now produced its report, admirably
argued and presented, and this has now been submitted to the City Council. Entitled
„Humber Dock Marina: A case for the restoration of the existing entrance lock with some
comments on the problem of silting‟, the report argues that the retention of the present
lock would facilitate the operation of the proposed yacht marina whist enabling visiting
training ships and historic craft such as the Thames barges to moor close to the centre of
the town. An appendix lists a number of these vessels with their dimensions. A limited
number of copies of the report is available from the Secretary, price 40p including postage.

SAILING SEASON 1977
This year the Society tried out a scheme for members‟ trips for the first time. We set out a
list of ten dates in the June issue of „Slabline‟ and members wrote in with requests for 26
places. Two dates became impossible because changes at work prevented Fred Schofield
from being available, and one date we arranged a special trip down the River Hull for a
party including Mrs Todd, one of the very earliest of our Founder Members. On one of the
other seven dates we were able to book a charter party leaving six dates for members‟
trips. There was no difficulty at all in finding 26 places using the preferences expressed on
the forms. Including various other local members, in all, 41 people sailed on one or more
trips.
After the trip to Grimsby to meet BRITANNIA, (which is reported in another article in this
issue), our first sailing weekend was on 30th/31st July. On the Saturday we got under way at
9.00 a.m. We made contact with the pilot boat, which had Mr Malcolm Fussey aboard,
ready to take some official photographs. Unfortunately the wind was, at this stage, too light
to fill the sails so that, after some time, the attempt was postponed until the following day.
Later, as the ebb began to make, we were able to make some progress and went as far as
Upper B before returning with the flood. In all we sailed 22 miles and were back in harbour
at 4.00 p.m. On the Sunday COMRADE posed for Mr Fussey again, this time with as much
north-easterly wind as we could stand with the topsail set. Afterwards we were able to sail
to Spurn and back, reaching Old Harbour again at 4.45 p.m. after sailing 36 miles. After
setting our passengers ashore, we took the ship under power across to Ferriby Sluice for an
Open Day on August 7th. Our total distance travelled was 46 miles.
On Tuesday, August 16th we brought COMRADE back across the Humber on a blustery day
on which the Barton Bulldogs and the Hessle Whelps were snapping as well as barking. We
went straight up to Beverley for the Open Day on August 21st taking COMRADE to the top
end of the Beck.
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On 27th August, we took a small party for a short sail on a grey day, with the wind from the
north, sailing about 6 miles. We sailed over a strong spring tide to Saltend and back. By
contrast, the weather on the Sunday was ideal, with sufficient wind and scarcely a cloud to
be seen. Most of our passengers were aboard and under sail for the first time and could
scarcely have hoped for a better introduction. We were out three hours and sailed about 5
miles. Monday 29th August was the Bank Holiday and we hoped to fit in an extra day of
sailing. However, by this time the wind had changed to a strong westerly and we had to
reluctantly cancel the trip. We could have sailed to Grimsby „like an express train‟ but a
return to Hull that night could not be guaranteed. We should have been working our way
back up the Humber into the teeth of the wind with the flood tide behind us. The ship and
Fred Schofield would have been more than equal to the attempt but our inexperienced crew
and passengers would not. It must be remembered that we did not have a well-deck for
passengers on that trip. Cancellation would have been much less likely if we had had a welldeck and if we had been intending to go for two days rather than one.
On 3rd September we had the pleasure of the company of Mrs Todd and her party. Mrs
Todd has consistently supported our activities over the years and, at 99, must be the oldest
passenger that COMRADE has carried. In between trips we had fitted a temporary well-deck
which allowed our visitors a more comfortable place to enjoy the journey down the River
Hull.
On the following day, a fresh to strong south-westerly took us easily down to Grimsby
under two reefs. We turned for home and brought up off North Killingholme to wait for an
hour for flood so that we should have water across the sands. We took the opportunity to
hand the third reef as the wind was freshening. Despite occasional half-hearted rain, the
day was a full one and we reached Old Harbour at 6.30 p.m. having been away 8 hours and
having sailed 27 miles.
The last sailing weekend of the season should have been that of 24th/25th September. We
took the ship down from Beverley on the Friday only to find a south-easterly gale (force 7)
on the Saturday. As a look at the map will show, winds from the south-east are the least
favourable for sailing from Hull. We could have gone to Goole in three hours but not come
back that day against tide and wind. Once again, the wind was too strong for inexperienced
crew or passengers, but not for ship or Captain. Nevertheless, considerable strain on the
gear could well have resulted. In the days when Keels were common, damaged gear could
be replaced fairly quickly, albeit at some expense. Today, we have just one set of spares
and rigging. Despite our disappointment, cancellation was the only sensible decision. For
various reasons, a decision for the following day had to be made on Saturday evening. In
view of the south-easterly gales which were still forecast, very reluctantly we had to call off
that trip too.
During the season COMRADE has been underway on 17 days (not including some
movements along Beverley Beck) and was under sail on 7 days. The total figure, of course,
includes movements up and down the River Hull from Beverley. Overall the engine has run
for 56 hours and the ship has travelled 238 miles. Fred Schofield has been in command on
all these occasions and the Society is deeply grateful.
JIM THOMPSON
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SOCIETY PUBLICITY
Although the summer of 1977 was a big disappointment from the point of view of the
weather, it was certainly memorable from the number of press and magazine items used
about our Society. We have received regular notices from the Grimsby Evening Telegraph,
Sheffield Star, South Humberside Times, Barton Star, Hull Daily Mail, Hull Times, The
Dalesman, East Coast Digest, North Humberside Times, Waterways World, Lincolnshire Life,
Ships Monthly, Sea Breezes, Country Life, Lincoln Echo and Beverley Guardian. Radio
Humberside and Yorkshire Television have also broadcast items about us. We are very
grateful for their continued interest in our preservation work.
The Hessle firm of marine photographers, Walter Fussey and Son, spent a weekend in July
photographing COMRADE from the Humber pilot launch PRICKETT and a series of ten
photographs are available and can be ordered from M Ulyatt, 28 Blackthorn Lane, Willerby,
Hull. They are black and white photographs, 8” x 6”, and cost 80p each. This month‟s cover
is one of the selection.
Both Society Open Days (at South Ferriby and Beverley) suffered badly from the weather.
Around £100 was raised from the events, a very welcome contribution to the Society funds,
but well short of the figure that could have been raised if the weather had been fine and a
paltry reward for all the efforts put into organising the events by both North and South
Bank committee members and helpers. Well done all concerned. Let‟s hope the sun shines
at next year‟s Open Days!
Extract from the summer issue of „Topsail‟, the journal of the Society for Spritsail Barge
Research:

“That evening, when we returned to our berth in Hull, a local barge owner, Jim Gillyon, was
waiting for us having met our skipper on his previous visit. He asked if we would like to visit
the Humber Keel COMRADE which lies at Beverley. There we met her skipper, Fred
Schofield, who showed us round and his collection of old photographs of his life as a
skipper, the Keel having belonged to his family over several generations. He and the
Humber Keel and Sloop Preservation Society have done a great job of restoration.
The Coal Run, London-Goole, July 1976 by Colin Welsby.
MIKE ULYATT

ROYAL VISIT TO HUMBERSIDE
Owing to work being done on COMRADE under the Job Creation Scheme, and the need for
her to be dry-docked for bottom fettling, COMRADE was not ready to sail this year until July
7th. Our first sail was to meet the Royal Yacht BRITANNIA in Grimsby Roads on July 12th. So
on the morning of July 11th (my 71st birthday) we went down the River Hull under power
and, after passing under the disabled Drypool Bridge, we moored to rig out and have lunch.
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High water was at 15.23 hours and the wind in the north-east, light to moderate. At 15.30
hours the mainsail and topsail were hoisted and set. We sailed from our berth and out into
the Humber, clearing the harbour by 15.45 hours.
On board with me were Jim Thompson and Bill Wilson. Also there for the ride were Don
Downing (a Keelman), Alan Hartley and Eric Burton (Sloopmen), Mr and Mrs Westerman,
Phyllis Capstick and my wife.
It was now just after high water, so we made a straight course to pass the leeward of Foul
Holme Spit, close hauled on the port tack. We continued on this tack with sails drawing
nicely, and needing very little attention until about half way between No.5 buoy and Spurn
Point, when the wind backed more to the north. We then stayed and sailed back under the
ebb on the starboard tack to our allocated anchorage near the No.6A buoy. Sails were
lowered, and the ship brought up to her anchor by about 19.45 hours.
After supper, the crew and passengers presented me with a birthday card signed by all
hands. For me this will be a day to remember. There will not be many Keelmen sailing a
Keel on their 71st birthday.
The next day (July 12th) would be a long one, so all hands made themselves as comfortable
as possible, and I undertook to keep anchor watch as necessary.
Before leaving Beverley, we had received a letter from the Town Clerk, asking us to moor at
the west end of Beverley Beck, with the ship dressed overall on July 13th when the Queen
and Prince Philip would pass through Beverley. So I would have to get back to Hull early
enough to pass under Drypool Bridge on the afternoon tide.
The morning of July 12th was damp with visibility down to about 2 miles. At 7 a.m. the
British Transport Docks Board launch came and asked us to moor to No.6 buoy. Then just
as the anchor came aweigh, he came back full of apologies, saying that he had been in
wireless communication with the Harbour Master, who had confirmed that we were in the
berth allocated to us. He then laid hove-to about 50 feet away and kept us informed of the
BRITANNIA‟s progress, which they received on the VHF radio.
About 8 a.m. the wind showed signs of freshening from the north-east, so I took off the
topsail and hauled in the first reef in the mainsail.
At 8.50 a.m. we saw the BRITANNIA come out of the mist followed by HMS Yarmouth. We
weighed and got underway on the starboard tack, standing over to the weather side of the
channel. In the meantime, the Royal barge and another launch were lowered from
BRITANNIA and taken round to the starboard side. By this time BRITANNIA was windward
riding head to wind. After gaining sufficient weather, I stayed and sailed towards
BRITANNIA on the port tack. When about 400 yards from the Royal yacht, the Royal barge
came from BRITANNIA‟s starboard side, taking the Queen to Grimsby. We sailed on until
the barge went into the Royal Dock Basin. It was then flood and we had to save brigage at
Drypool Bridge, so I stayed again onto the starboard tack then bore away with a good
check on the weather brace for Hull and Beverley. When off Middle Burcom buoy the BTDB
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tug TYKE hailed us and told us we had clearance to continue to sail near BRITANNIA, but
we had to decline the invitation in order to get back to Beverley.
The mainsail was lowered in Paull Bight and made up ready for lowering the mast, which
we lowered and ran inboard after entering the harbour. Alan Hartley and Eric Burton then
left us, and we went on our way to Beverley as the tide allowed, arriving on our berth about
17.00 hours.
On Wednesday July 13th I was on board early to dress the ship overall with burgee and
signal flags. She attracted a lot of attention and many favourable comments. In the late
afternoon, Her Majesty the Queen and Prince Philip, Duke of Edinburgh, passed on their
way to re-join the Royal yacht in King George Dock, Hull.
F SCHOFIELD

AMY HOWSON – AN INCIDENT IN HER LIFE
Now that AMY is on her way to becoming a sailing vessel again, I wonder if the readers of
„Slabline‟ would be interested in an incident in her life, which happened over 40 years ago,
when she was trading under sail.
Older readers, especially those with experience of trading by water on the estuaries and
canals, will remember the many regulations which were in force in those days, and are no
doubt still in force today, but conveniently forgotten. At Ferriby Sluice, where the incident
happened, there were three volumes of regulations covering navigation on the Ancholme.
One had been drawn up by the Ancholme Commissioners in the mid-1800‟s and covered
passage through the lock, the navigation of the river, poaching and trespass by mariners,
mooring on the hauling path side of the river, closing of hauling gates and, most important
of all, the mooring of craft to locks, sluices and bridges, and dozens more too numerous to
mention.
The second was a book of Bye-Laws which had been drawn up by some crafty legal mind
and which made all the regulations of the Commissioners a finable offence by law, and
added quite a few Bye-Laws to cover every possible misdemeanour a mariner could commit
which had been missed by the Commissioners.
The third I remember was entitled „Regulations Regarding Steam Keels‟.
After reading these three volumes (and I have been told that far stricter regulations existed
on some canals), one wonders how it was possible to get a craft to Brigg without collecting
fines which would require the profit of the trip, and more, to settle.
However, I am getting away from my story, but I feel the above introduction is necessary
to bring out the very serious „crime‟ committed by the Captain of AMY HOWSON.
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On the evening of 25th February 1935, the AMY was expected at Ferriby Sluice from Hull to
Brigg with a cargo of seed for the Farmers Co Ltd. My father had been notified by phone
during the day of this and, consequently, had left the lock ready. AMY was expected
between 6.30 p.m. and 7.00 p.m. and high water was about 7.30 p.m. My father‟s diary
says the wind was from the north and blowing a strong breeze. This meant the wind was
straight into the haven and a Sloop coming in under full sail would most probably have to
jibe as she swung in, in order not to be carried past the haven by the still flowing tide. The
sails would then have to be got off her and the mate standing by forward to get a stop rope
on as she ran into the lock. All this in a distance of only 100 yards, or so. Those who have
sailed in a Sloop will know only too well that this would mean a lot of well-timed operations
and some very fast nipping about by both captain and mate, if the craft was to be got in
without damage to the gear. All in the dark too.
In addition, the mate would have only one chance with his stop rope at this state of the tide
at Ferriby Sluice, as all bollards but two (one each side of the lock head) would be under
water.
I remember that just before 7.00 p.m. my father was sitting in his chair reading the evening
paper when there was a tap on the door, the door opened and in walked the Captain of
AMY – Len Barraclough. There was nothing unusual about this as Len had walked into our
house as if he were walking into his own house, for years, and as Len rarely had a fog horn
(small gear like that soon went missing on AMY) he or his mate would have to knock the
lock keepers out. What was unusual though was that it was plain to see that Len was far
from his usual self – he seemed rather upset. Those who knew him will know just how
unusual this was, for nothing upset Len. I had never known him in the least put out before
and the only other time I knew him to be in any way shaken was once in 1946 when he
arrived at Ferriby Sluice and found the pub had run out of beer.
Before my father could speak, Len said “Frank, I‟ve hit the bridge and knocked a damn
great piece out”. His mate had missed the bollard. My father was the one visibly shaken
now. He couldn‟t believe anyone would dare take a craft near his bridge, let alone bump it
and knock a piece out. I cannot remember how high he leapt as he came out of his chair,
but it must have been higher than the chair back.
Mentally, he had already run through the first 19 pages of „Regulations to be Observed by
Mariners Navigating the River Ancholme‟ and dare not even contemplate the Bye-Laws.
This was almost a capital offence, or at best he and the captain of AMY would get a life
sentence. At least 20 of the Commissioners‟ Regulations must have been broken. Grabbing
his jacket and torch, my father dashed for the door closely followed by Len and myself.
AMY was now lying clear of the bridge with a stop rope on, and in the light of my father‟s
torch (there was no lighting on the lock in those days other than a paraffin lamp, which was
on the other side of the bridge anyway) we could see that Len was right. He had knocked a
lump out and a sizeable lump too, some six feet along the bottom flange and about 18
inches up the web of the outer girder. An almost oblong shaped piece. The girder was
made of cast iron; a steel girder would not have broken like this of course.
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After careful examination, during which my father had quite a bit to say to the Captain of
AMY, and the Captain of AMY, who by now was almost his usual self, had one or two things
to say too, about the bridge, the lock, the wind, the haven and Ferriby Sluice in general,
and under his breath my father too, it was decided it was safe to swing the bridge and pen
AMY down into the Ancholme. After this came a consultation by phone with the engineer
and it was decided that the bridge should be left open to traffic, a double-decker bus being
the heaviest vehicle using it at the time. There was a weight restriction on the bridge
anyway.
The next morning AMY was well on the way to Brigg when my father turned out, no doubt
her captain thought it best in case my father had thought of anything else to say during the
night.
Later that day, the bits of cast iron girder were recovered from the lock and an engineer
from Marshalls of Gainsborough came and surveyed the damage. He made
recommendations regarding repairs which were accepted, and a few days later a fitter
arrived with a one inch steel plate which was fitted to the back of the broken girder and
bolted through. The bits which had been recovered from the lock were also fitted in place
and bolted and the bridge was pronounced as good as new.
Mt father spent many hours with red lead putty and red oxide trying to hide the blemish on
his bridge, but he couldn‟t hide the bolt heads.
The outcome of this incident was that the Lindsey County Council decided that the bridge
was no longer fit to take the ever-increasing road traffic and took over the task of providing
a bridge at Ferriby Sluice. Later that year the old cast iron bridge, which had given 92 years
of trouble-free service, was replaced by a new steel bridge which never worked
satisfactorily to this day.
Another odd thing was that very little was done regarding all the broken regulations.
Amongst others, the one stating that „Masters should not run their vessels into Locks
carrying excessive way etc.‟ – the originator of the regulation, of course, never having
brought a craft into Ferriby Sluice on a Spring Tide, in the pitch dark, with a strong
northerly breeze up his transom.
Letters, no doubt, would be sent to all concerned, warning of the dire consequences if
anything of this nature were to happen again. My father too, no doubt, would receive a
reprimand for leaving the lock open in that way with no one in attendance.
I wonder what the Captain of AMY did with his letter?
KEN STRAW
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P.S. LINCOLN CASTLE – A PROUD CIVIC TREASURE
Four years ago, Frank Carr (ex-Chairman of the Cutty Sark Management Committee and
one-time Director of the National Maritime Museum) described our last steam-driven
Humber Ferry as follows:

„I am firmly convinced that she can become renowned throughout the world, a proud civic
treasure on Humberside. In her rhythmic beat of churning paddles we shall hear the pulsing
life-blood of maritime history. It is part of the age-old timeless sounds of Humberside. Long
may it be heard on the waters that the old ship knows so well!‟
A report on the possible acquisition of the LINCOLN CASTLE by the County Council‟s Leisure
Services Department has just been made public. In it are spelled out the possible costs of
buying the steamer from British Rail and operating her.
The cost of buying LINCOLN CASTLE – based on the sale of WINGFIELD CASTLE in 1974 –
is estimated at between £50,000 and £60,000. A further £25,000 could be needed to
modernise her and equip her for a floating classroom/conference centre/cruise ship. Now
that Hull has achieved development area status, half of these costs could be raised from
Tourist Board and Museum Grants. It is rather surprising that British Rail, having fully
depreciated the vessel they inherited from LNER, should now see fit to sell her to a local
authority at a profit. But it appears that they must offer all vessels to the highest bidder. I
have, however, been assured that some concession would be likely if a local buyer could be
found.
The cost of running the LINCOLN CASTLE with a crew of 14, including a Master with pilot‟s
certificate, if given as £161,500 per year, no allowance has been made for voluntary or
part-time workers. These figures have been confirmed by British Rail, but it must be
admitted that they are more relative to the operation of a daily ferry rather than the more
casual use envisaged by the Council. Taking into account possible help with maintenance
from local firms and a reasonable reduction in labour, then it should not be difficult to bring
operational costs down to £100,000.
To members of the Humber Keel and Sloop Preservation Society, this must seem an
extremely high price to pay to preserve an old steamboat. Whilst this would be quite
outside the range of most preservation societies, it is a small price to pay for a major tourist
attraction. The LINCOLN CASTLE has, for a number of years, drawn thousands of people to
Humberside to take part in special charter sailings. With the ferry service likely to end in
less than two years, the vessel would be available throughout the week and, given a
reasonable amount of publicity, should be able to cover most of the running costs out of
passenger takings. Over 200 schools in Humberside alone have pledged to use the
LINCOLN CASTLE as a base for environmental studies and many more outside the county
boundaries have expressed an interest.
Interest in up-river sailings should increase with the completion of the bridge and regular
public sailings from a berth close to Humber Dock Marina should prove popular. Evening
charter sailings are also likely to result in regular income, as also are daily luncheon cruises
for business people.
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Any shortage in revenue could be made up out of bar and souvenir sales, sponsorship by
local firms, advertising income on board and in a ships newspaper, television fees,
donations, etc.
If Hull is to achieve its aim of becoming a major tourist area, it must preserve its nautical
character by providing berths for such ships as the LINCOLN CASTLE, as well as the sailing
barges being restored by the HKSPS. We must not allow the country‟s last coal-fired paddler
to join the TATTERSHALL CASTLE and WINGFIELD CASTLE as static exhibits on the south
coast, nor can we sit around whilst she is enticed back over the border to make her fortune
on the Clyde, where she was born 37 years ago. It is up to us all, no matter what society
we subscribe to, to make sure that she stays right where she is – on the Humber.
BARRY BEADLE

THE WORLD SHIP SOCIETY
From its formation as the Ships News Club in 1947, the World Ship Society has grown until
today it has some 4,000 members in more than 50 countries, and caters for the needs of
ship enthusiasts everywhere.
Each member receives a monthly magazine (Marine News), has access to the vast
information resources of the Central Record, can join in local branch activities, has many
opportunities to acquire photographs and can be put in touch with others with similar
interests, general or specialised.
Over the years the Society has acquired an extensive collection of reference books and over
50,000 negatives in the Photo Library are available for consultation by members.
„Ordinary‟ membership of the World Ship Society costs £5 a year.
The principal object of the Society is to provide an organisation to cater for the
requirements of all persons who are interested in ships and the sea.
In particular it undertakes:
(a)

To stimulate and arouse interest in ships throughout the world

(b)
To assist and encourage all persons interested in nautical research and the
compilation of, and maintenance of, nautical records of every description.
(c)
To co-operate with kindred institutions throughout the world in nautical research
and the exchange of information and research data.
(d)

To publish a monthly magazine entitled „Marine News‟, which shall provide members
(inter alia) with information regarding warships and merchant ships of the world,
together with such other articles as may result from members‟ own researches.
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(e)

To form branches of the Society wherever practicable throughout the world.

(f)

To arrange, where possible, visits to dockyards, shipyards, ports and any other
places of nautical interest.

The membership secretary is Mr J C Taylor, 26 The Chase, Thundersley, Benfleet, Essex
SS7 3BS.

THE OLD FRIENDSHIP INN

Well do I remember, many years ago,
The Friendship on the side of Keadby cut,
The haunt of keelmen, they always used to go,
And many pints inside their waistcoats put.
Blind Billy tinkled on the old piano,
He could sing also if he was in the mood,
If he‟d had a pint or two he‟d let the peg go,
And everyone averred that he was good.
There was one old keelman by the name of Barrass,
An always did he wear a bowler hat,
He‟d sing away and never be embarrassed,
He‟d sing „White Wings‟, he certainly knew that.
He always got order of the very best,
When stood by the piano holding forth,
With voice as sweet as songbirds on their nest,
He‟d sing away for all that he was worth.
Another keelman name of Charlie Wilson,
When in his cups he „knew‟ that he could sing,
„Pilgrims of the Night‟ was the song that he sang,
And when he sang he made the rafters ring.
And so we all did join in with the chorus,
Jack Porter, Jack Raper, Charlie Atkinson,
Who‟d sometimes play his mouth organ just for us,
Between us all we made a happy din.
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I myself would sing „I‟ll walk beside you‟,
Each pint I drank I thought I better was,
And so we laughed and sang the whole night through,
And drank and drank till we were full of booze.
Fred Harness, Acker, Pedro and Panshine,
Brother Bill, Jack Dean, Jack and Chick Chant,
We got along together very fine,
And drank as much as anyone could want.
Until the time when Lila rang the bell,
And back we to our vessels did repair,
Throughout the night we‟d sometimes sing like Hell,
And hope that next day‟s wind was blowing fair.
ERIC TODD

KEELS AT SEA
Did keels ever go to sea? Most of us have heard the tale, unconfirmed by any evidence, of a
vessel recorded by a puzzled official on London River as a one-masted brig. On the other
hand, modern writers have asserted that keels were confined exclusively to inland waters.
In medieval times, single-masted, square-sailed vessels undoubtedly sailed the length and
breadth of the North Sea; but how long did the practice persist?
There is a strong oral tradition of coasting passages made by keels in the last century. Keels
certainly traded to Tetney, the entrance to the Louth Navigation, which is generally
regarded as being beyond the confines of the Humber. Mizpah Holt of Thorne told me that
his father carried to Louth with an old clinker keel, the CARRIE, and that when he had a
new ship, the DRUSILLA specially built for the run at Waddington‟s yard at Swinton she was
rigged as a keel, though a sloop rig was put in later. Most of the Louth traders seem, in
fact, to have been sloops. Nevertheless, keels did trade further down the coast. A year or
two ago, John Frank told me of a Mr Twidell whom he had known at Ferriby and was once
aboard a keel which took a cargo of tiles to London. He also mentioned a clinker
Huddersfield keel, the PROVIDENCE, which went to Ipswich, had a sprit put in and traded
for a number of years as a spritsail barge.
Fred Schofield speaks of a number of sea-going keels. There was the BLESSING of Driffield,
the last all-clinker keel (sides and bottom) which he recalls having been built. A small craft,
like all the Driffield keels, with a deadweight capacity of only 86 tons, she was owned by
William Porter who often took cargoes of coal down to the Thames. His return load was
bones for fertiliser, there being a bone mill on the south side of the Beck at Beverley. Then
there was the ALBATROSS, the last keel to be owned at Louth. Her owner-skipper George
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Wright fetched coal from the West Riding for the Louth area, but also to small creeks down
the Lincolnshire coast. Fred also remembers Jim Owen of Beverley who was brought up on
a keel sailing coastwise, and as a young man knew Bob Walker of Thorne, then over 80,
who said that his father and mother took coal from Manvers down the coast. Their keel
could be fitted with canvas weather-cloths fore and aft, and trading in the days when
sidelights were not compulsory she carried a lanthorn – actually made of horn – with which
a white light could be shown when a craft approached. Other craft to make occasional
coasting passages were the square-rigged Trent Catches, which worked down the Witham
to Boston, and with a fair wind sometimes took the direct route back to the Humber.
Keels must also have traded north of the Humber mouth. There is incontrovertible evidence
in Edgar J March‟s „Sailing Drifters‟, which contains a photograph of Scarborough Harbour
around 1880. Clearly recognisable is a Humber Keel, fully rigged with sail covers in position.
Rumour has it that a similar photograph exists (in Whitby Lifeboat Shed?) showing another
keel in the harbour at Whitby. But the best-known instance of a keel going to sea in
relatively recent times was the voyage of the THOMAS SCARR to Bridlington in 1906. The
late Mr David Holgate of Beverley told me the story a few years ago, but this is the first
time it has appeared in print.
THOMAS SCARR was an iron-hulled keel built at Scarr‟s Grove Hill Shipyard in Beverley and
owned jointly by George Scarr and David Holgate Senior. She was a Sheffield-size ship
crewed by the two Davids, father and son, and traded wherever there was work. On this
occasion business was slack, and after going the rounds of the agent‟s offices in Hull the
Captain called on Mr Sedgwick in the High Street and was offered a cargo of bricks to
Bridlington. After talking it over in the cabin down in the Old Harbour, the Holgates decided
to give it a go, and took THOMAS SCARR up to South Ferriby on the flood and through the
lock into the Ancholme to load. The brickworks were about two miles up the river, and they
were able to get there under sail. Having arrived they set to work to load, three men
barrowing the bricks straight from the kiln. They were passed down into the hold four at a
time, taken by a man standing on a barrel, passed on and stacked. The Holgates of course
has to help. In one day 90 tons of bricks, about 30,000, were loaded, with 5 tons of tiles on
top. The wind was now in the south-west, and the Holgates were able to sail down the
Ancholme and pen out an hour before high water. They had a fine sail down the Humber
past Hull, Immingham and Grimsby, and as the evening came on they met a trawler coming
in which bore down for a look at them. As they sailed by, one of the crew shouted
derisorily: “Do you stay out all night in that?”
They did stay out all night, anchored in Spurn Gut, and at break of day hove the anchor,
sailed out past the Point and entered the North Sea. There was a slight swell, enough to
produce a lazy roll which, as they later discovered, broke some of the tiles, but the fair wind
carried them over the tide and steadily northward. They sailed throughout the day, passing
Withernsea and then Hornsea as night overtook them. Dawn found them in Bridlington Bay,
and as they approached the Harbour a man came out in a rowing boat and asked if they
wanted a pilot. He came aboard and began to make suggestions, saying: “You want a check
rope ready.” “We don‟t want you if you can‟t get in without a check rope,” was Mr Holgate‟s
reply, and they resolved to get in without a pilot. THOMAS SCARR was approaching the
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harbour mouth on the port tack, and David Junior was sent along the deck to cast off the
starboard shrouds to enable them to get the sail down quickly. Casting off shrouds while
under sail is standard procedure on a keel but would be regarded as lunacy on most other
sailing vessels.” What‟s „t man going to do?” asked the „pilot‟ appalled, and as David began
slackening off the lanyards and throwing the deadeyes on to the hatches he scrambled back
into his boat and left in a hurry. As they approached the pier head, David came back aft
and let the yards down, mainsail and topsail, using the leather stopper on each roller as a
brake. THOMAS SCARR glided into the harbour, and Mr Holgate turned her sharply to port
and brought her up against the wall half way down on the port side. The voyage was over.
The Holgates stayed at Bridlington about a week, and after unloading were lucky enough to
get a fair wind to Spurn. Leaving on a Sunday morning they made a quick passage back to
the Humber. It had been a successful trip but they never repeated it, and this was almost
certainly the last real coasting passage hade under sail by a keel. The Sloops and Billy Boys
continued of course – but that‟s another story.
It has been suggested that one day COMRADE might sail to Bridlington and put herself on
view to summer visitors in order to swell the Society‟s funds. At least there is a good
historical precedent for such a voyage. And perhaps on day – who knows? – another onemasted brig may be recorded entering London River.
JOHN HAINSWORTH

LEEBOARDS: (I)

Even before we started sailing, the great debate started: would our restored keel sail
without leeboards? Yes, and the events of the last two seasons bear witness! She may sail
better with leeboards, or with more ballast pending leeboards; but she does sail without
them.
They will be expensive: about £400 for the timber – English Oak, and about 200 man-hours
for their construction. Fabricated leeboards in steel have been considered, but have not
been developed on account of cost and complication.
Leeboards are intended to reduce the effect of lee drift, to which both keels and sloops are
prone. Drift is more evident when a vessel is on a „reach‟ or beating to windward. Only one
board at a time is down – the one on the „lee‟ side. In shallow waters, it may not be
possible to lower the board fully. For this reason, the leading edge of the board is cut to the
peculiar shape indicated in the drawings – so that for a limited lowering of the board, there
is a disproportionate increase in surface area presented to the water to resist lee drift.
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As a result of enquiries and subsequent processing, the following drawings have been
prepared of leeboards suitable for a steel keel – COMRADE.
Fig. 15/1 shows a leeboard in the half-lowered position, in relation to the side of the vessel,
together with accessories necessary to its function. The gun‟l plate has slots for the head
chain by which the leeboard is suspended. This enables the best position for the head chain
to be found, and in which it is subsequently used.
(Fig. 15/2 showing the operating mechanism, rollers, etc., will be included in the next issue
of „Slabline‟).
Fig. 16 is a rare feature – a scale drawing. The boards of which the leeboard is made are
shown nominally 10 ins. wide, but it is to be hoped timber wider than that will be available.
The features which make the leeboards complex are:
1.

The taper head/tail

2.

The taper aft/fore at the tail end

3.

The convex (outer) shape

There are three timber chocks serving the following purposes:
1.

Head chock – sets the trailing edge away from the side of the vessel as the leeboard
is lowered, thereby turning the leading edge in towards the side of the vessel. The
motion through the water keeps the leading edge in.

2.

Bilge batten – this is attached to the inside of the leeboard to resist chafing between
the board and the side of the vessel. On timber ships, the bilge batten is attached to
the side of the vessel, just above the bilge.

3.

Chafing batten – this is also attached to the inner side of the leeboard, but at the
tail end, to protect the tail end when drawn up.

Fig. 17/1 and 2 show the method of assembling and fixing the boards. Observe the care
with which the taper to the edges of the boards must be made, in order to obtain the
correct curvature.
Fig. 18/1 and 2 show the various pieces of ironwork attached to the leeboard, and the
chocks in greater detail. Included also should be two toggles (fig. 15/1), by which the head
and tail chains are attached to the leeboard once the respective lengths have been
determined.
C C LODGE
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SAILING SEASON 1978
We have learned some lessons from our first season. The first is that response from our
own members is such that we should be able to accommodate preferences for one-day trips
and have sufficient dates available for charter parties. The second is that we could well
offer some two-day weekend trips, if there is sufficient interest. In 1978, all being well, we
should have a permanent well-deck which will allow us to install improved cooking facilities.
Our booking system seems to have worked reasonably well so we intend to continue it. We
certainly hope to begin sailing in 1978 before the June issue of „Slabline‟, so if you wish to
come next year perhaps you would fill in the enclosed form and, in particular, say whether
you would be interested in a two-day trip. If you also enclose a stamped addressed
envelope we will send you a list of our proposed sailing dates as soon as this is finalised in
the spring.
JIM THOMPSON

North East Fisher Ganseys
An exhibition at the Town Docks Museum until November 12th.
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HUMBER KEEL AND SLOOP PRESERVATION SOCIETY LTD
Price List
Price
(postage included)
Humber Keels -

A collection of historical documents

£1.30

Notelets -

Set of 5, with envelopes

25p

Christmas cards -

see description in the announcements
Sets of 5, with envelopes
Type A
Type B
Type C
Type D

45p
65p
35p
65p

Inland Sailers -

illustrated booklet

40p

Postcards -

Set A, set of 5 different photographs
Set B, set of 5 different photographs

30p
30p

Keel sail plan

20p

Pairs of lithographed photographs, A4 size, showing Keel and Sloop

35p

Pairs of posters -

19th century advertisements for the sale of
Keels and Billy Boys

Sets of 6 drawings of Humber sailing craft

30p
30p

Flying Sail, by M E Ulyatt – a detailed, illustrated account of
Humber sailing craft

£2.20

Society ties, with Keel motif, in blue, green, maroon

£1.75

Key Rings „A Sloop for the Humber‟ oblong
oval

15p
20p

Canals are Great

60p

- an activity book for young people by Peter L Smith

Ethel and Angela Jane – A brief history of Commercial Carrying
On the Calder and Hebble Navigation

60p

Driffield Navigation Guide

30p

Colour prints – high quality reproductions of the picture by Henry Wilson
Carmichael, showing Keels on the Brayford Pool at Lincoln, 1858

£3.90

Available from the Sales Officers, Miss H Darby, 10 South Street, South Cave, Brough, North
Humberside, and Mrs F Harrison, 137 Waterside Road, Barton-on-Humber, Sth Humberside.
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